Abner Montessori Portrait Date Announcement
Mark You Calendars!!!
****School Portraits are March 27th, 28th, and 29th!!!****
Abner Montessori is proud to announce that Angela Craft Photography will be taking
Spring Portraits on March 27th, 28th, and 29th.
March 27th - Pre-Primary and Room 1
March 28th - Primary Room 2 and Elementary
March 29th - Make Up Day
Helpful info: Portraits will be taken outside…please take this into consideration for your
child’s clothing choice. Spring and rich toned clothing will look best with this set up.
Please note that portraits are taken on the large rock at the entrance…there is a lot of
greenery in the background, we suggest limiting clothing in the color green.
Your choice of clothing for your child’s session is an important one.
Simple clothing works best for creating successful, timeless portraits.
For Session Outfits: Avoid busy patterns, busy prints, wording, stripes, and logo clothing
as they can be very distracting and tend to draw focus away from the faces. Jeans,
overalls, sun/slip dresses and khakis are classics that photograph well. Boys in jean and
solid colored, buttoned up shirts and girls in a simple sundress with sweater work well.
Please have girls sit down in their dresses when choosing their outfit to ensure that the
dress does not hike up too far when sitting.
When preparing for portraits please think of every detail, down to socks and shoes. Make
sure your child has on matching socks and shoes the day of portraits. We suggest doing
your session with no socks and no shoes. When a child is sitting with shoes on, you only
see the bottom of their shoes…however if they are barefoot, you see the bottom of their
feet and their cute little toes. And if your child is a toddler, avoid large collars and large,
puffy sleeves as they tend to overwhelm the face when the child is sitting down and hide
a young ones jaw line. Also avoid suspenders on small children, as they tend to gather up
when a small child is sitting and will stand off of the shoulders.
On the day of their scheduled portraits, please check children for band aids, marker, or
paint. Check girls for nail and toe polish and when going barefoot, please have your child
not wear socks to school that day so there are no elastic marks around the ankle. Please
no clear lip gloss please because the flash of the camera will glare on the gloss and wash
out all lip color and no makeup with glitter.

